Philips table lamp of second
generation

1. Download the app
In app store search for «Mi Home» or scan the QR-code to download the
application (App).
2. Add the device
Open the main page of the application, in the top right corner of a web page
«My equipment» add «intelligent second generation Philips desk lamp»,
after adding this product can be found in the «list of intelligent devices.»
Note: After connecting power to the desk lamp, user can create a Wi-Fi
connection for an hour. If the connection is not carried out the operation,
then in a hour Wi-Fi module will automatically go into sleep mode to energy
saving. After that, if necessary, user can establish Wi-Fi connection.
Please, first restore the factory settings of a table lamp (by pressing a button
to switch the indicator flashes for a long time).
QR-code
To control the equipment and for purchase of more intelligent products,
please register and log in to the application (App) «Smart Home».

This product is already included in «Mi Smart Home», supports the MIUI
system, can provide interconnection and mutual access with other products
of Xiaomi intellectual family.

Main parameters

Usage

Main light source

Back light source

Connector socket

Wi-Fi indicator
Wi-Fi indicator:
Flashing amber: A standby connection;
Slow flashing yellow light: in the process of reconnection;
Flashing blue light: in the network connection
Long blue light: a successful connection to the router;
Fading indicators: Wi-Fi sleep mode.
Thank you for using of product, a new generation table lamp that combines
LED Lamp, ambient light sensor, and Wi-Fi technology. Unique integrated
eye protection algorithm is designed for two light sources, provides you
with a comfortable light for reading and writing.

Back light source:
Provides a comfortable lighting environment for reading.

Warranty

Usage

After-sales service of Philips Intellectual desk lamp is based on the «Law
on the rights and interests of consumers», the «Law on the quality of
products», so that services are provided three guarantees after-sale
maintenance services described below:
During the term of three guarantees, according to provisions, you can make
free use of services of return of goods, exchange of goods, preventive
maintenance. Making preventative maintenance, product exchange, return
of goods should be carried out on the basis of invoices.
1. When returning goods without reason within 7 days (shopping channel
through the online store) a user takes on logistics costs;
2. If these products are shown circumstances related to functional faults
listed in the «Table of functional faults of products,» after the reference
measurement can make free use of the services listed below.
Service policy
Return of goods: Return of goods due to product quality within 7
days from the date of signing the check.

Power
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buton
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button
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Power button: easily click to turn on / off table lamp; press long till
indicator flashes, then table lamp reset to factory defaults.

Exchange of goods: Exchange of goods due to product quality
within 15 days, starting from the date of signing the check and receipt
of the goods.
Preventive maintenance: Preventive repair due to product quality
within 1 year from the date of signing the check and receipt of the
goods.

Back light power button: easily click to turn on / off the back light.
List of faults

Light ajustments button: easily click to ajust light by 4 modes.
Eye protection button: Easily press to start an automatic eye protection
function in real time, calibrate an illumination when reading, to optimize an
ambient light and adjust locations.

Not lights;
Not regulated by light,
Noise;
The adapter has failed;
LED corn failed.

No-warranty maintenance
1. Not authorized use, combined with preventative maintenance,
improper use, tremors, negligence, abuse, immersion in liquid, accident,
modification, improper use of parts of the product, or gap, erasure labels,
labeling to protect against counterfeiting;
2. Exceeded the validity of the three guarantees;

4. Circumstances of functional faults, that do not meet the «List of faults»;
5. Functional failure of the products and parts listed in the «List of faults»
and caused by human factor.
For more information, refer to a request advisory service hotline.
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